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The invention relates to distendable dilators 
and more particularly to an improvement upon 
the type of dilators disclosed in Kennedy Pat 
ents No. 1,879,305 of September 27, 1932, and No. 
1,965,653 of July 10, 1934, which include gen 
erally an inner tube adapted to be expanded, 
?exible metal guards surrounding the inner tube 
and an outer tube surrounding said guards 
whereby when the inner tube is distended the 
guards and outer tube will be likewise distended. 

It is an object of the present invention to gen 
erally improve and simplify the construction of 
dilator disclosed in said prior Kennedy patents. 
Another object is to provide a dilator compris 

ing an inner tube or sack of rubber or other 
stretchable material surrounded by a second 
tube or sack of similar material, a set of resilient 
metal guards surrounding said tubes and a sack 
of rubber or other stretchable material sur 
rounding said guards. 
A further object is to provide a dilator of this 

character in which a band or tube of non 
stretchable material is located around and con 
nected to said metal guards to limit the ?exing 
movement thereof. 
A still further object is to provide a dilator 

of this character having a soft rubber base of 
elliptical shape and novel means for connecting 
the sacks or tubes and metallic guards thereto. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a dilator of this type having a plug of sponge 
rubber, cotton, wool or other soft material lo 
cated within the end of the outer sack or tube 
and covering the metal cap at the ends of the 
metallic guards. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a dilator of the character referred to with 
means for attaching a pneumatic bulb thereto 
for distending or expanding the dilator and a 
novel by-pass arrangement associated with said 
bulb for permitting the dilator to be pulsated 
after it has been expanded to the desired extent. 
The above objects together with others which 

will be apparent from the drawings and follow 
ing description, or which may be later referred 
to, may be attained by constructing the improved 
dilator in the manner hereinafter described in 
detail and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional 

view through a dilator embodying the invention; 
Fig. 2 a transverse section through the base 

portion of the dilator taken on the line 2—2,, 
Fig. 1; 
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Fig. 3 a transverse section through the dilator 

taken on the line 3-3, Fig. l; ‘ 
Fig. 4 a side elevation of the dilator on a 

smaller scale, showing the same partially dis~ 
tended; and, 

Fig. 5 an elevation of the dilator showing the 
pneumatic bulb connected thereto and the novel 
by-pass arrangement by means of which the 
dilator may be pulsated. 

Referring to the construction illustrated in the 
drawings, the improved dilator includes a base 
It of elliptical shape, made of soft spongy rubber, 
having a central bore II which is preferably 
provided with a plurality of uniformly spaced 
radial grooves I2 which receive the base portions 
of the metallic guard members which may be 
in the form of wires l3 as illustrated, these wires 
being preferably cemented, vulcanized or other 
wise ?xedly secured within the grooves l2 and 
having their lower ends bent outwardly as at 
M and bearing against the lower surfaces of the 
base It]. 
The upper ends of the metal or wire guard 

members l3 are embedded in a solid dome shaped 
cap l5, of metal or other suitable material, as 
indicated at It in Fig. 1. These guard members 
is are formed of spring material having sum 
cient resilience to normally assume the substan 
tially straight or closed position as shown in Fig. 
1 and to cause them to return to this position 
whenever the ?uid pressure is released from the 
interior of the dilator, as will be later explained. 
Within the bore H is a sleeve ll of rubber or 

the like cemented, vulcanized or otherwise se 
curely attached to the base in and provided with 
a ?ange l8 at its lower end covering the bent 
over lower ends M of the metallic guards and 
cemented, vulcanized or otherwise securely at 
tached to the lower face of the soft rubber base 
10. 
Centrally located within the bore of the base 

is a metal pipe or tube IS, the lower end por-: 
tion of which is bent outwardly at an angle as 
indicated at 2B for connection to a rubber hose 
2| to which a pneumatic bulb of any usual and 
well known construction may be provided for 
distending the dilator as will be later explained. 
A metal disc 22 surrounds the lower portion 

of the metal pipe is above the bend 23 therein 
and is soldered, brazed, welded or otherwise 
?xed to said metal pipe and abuts the under sur 
face of the rubber ?ange l8, a sheet 24 of rub 
ber or the like being mounted around said pipe 
and cemented, vulcanized or otherwise ?xed to 
the under surface of the disc 22 and to the un 



der surface of the rubber ?ange l8, as shown in 
Fig. 1. a 

A rubber tube 25 surrounds the metal pipe I9 
within the bore of the base In and is cemented, 
vulcanized or otherwise secured thereto. The 
inner stretchable tube or sack 26 formed of rub 
ber or the like has its lower open end surround 
ing the rubber.‘ tube ‘25 and vcementedior vule 
canized thereto, the'upper end <<2'|’th'ereof being 
closed. 
A second rubber tube or sack 28, of slightly} 

larger dimensions than the tube 26, has it lower. 
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open end surrounding and cemented to the ‘lower ‘ 
end portion of the inner tube-‘2,6, 'and;,~is prefer 

:15:rintermediateiitheilends of the hose 21, a detach ably cemented to the wire guards? I3; ‘Theesacks. 
or tubes 26 and 2_8 may be tied" to the'tubetorv 
sleeve 25 as indicated at 29 and-thelower por-- . 
tion of the outer tube 28 is preferably cemented’ ’ 
or vulcanized within the rubber tube 11. 
For the purpose of limiting the expansion of v 

the;- dilator,- a' band {.30 .ot non-stretchable mate 
rial such as cotton fabr-icjorthe- like,.surrounds 
andeis connectedvto themetal-guardemembers I3 
by cementing or other means. This band maybe 
located only around the intermediate-‘portion of 
the "Wire'guards vas shown'in Fig.1, or may ex 

20 

25 

tend substantially the full lengthqof theqguards if» 
desired.’ 
The non-stretchable band~3? may be made from 

a’ sheet‘ or strip of wovenfabric or if desired 
maybe formed- by wrapping a- non-stretchable 
cord‘gor- threadspirally around-the wire guards 

30? 

whilev they are distended tothedesi-red extent,‘ 
this cord or-threadband/v covering either sub 
stantially ‘the length-of- thewireguards or only’ 
the intermediate portionpthereof-as shown in Fig. 

The wire guards’ may be embedded‘ in or‘ 1. 
located through the bandof non-stretchable mar‘ 
ter-ial if- desired. 
When in normal or retracted position as shown i 

in Figs. land 3. the non-.stretchableband?30'lwi11 
40 

fold inward between adjacent wire guards’ l3xas. 
best shown in Fig. 3.‘. AY-thin layerof latex‘ or 
the;like‘as¢indi1cated at .3l is'cemen-ted or vulcan-; 
ized over the non-stretchable band-:30- and ‘pref-_ 
erably extends'beyond both .endsof thezband and‘ 
is cemented - or vulcanized itoythe wwireiguardsa I3 . 

as best shown in, Fig. 1. 
Surrounding the wire ‘guards I 3- and 1,the i base . 

I Wis 29.» soft ,rubberycover 32i-within ‘the-.closedjm. 
uppenend of which is located a. soft. plug-33 ‘of ‘ 
sponge rubber, wool?cotton 'or :‘other' soft: ma 
terialpto. cover the —'s0lid cap 1 l5‘; of - the; wire 
guards. 
For the} purpose of protecting. the-upper“. end 

ofthe outerrubber-sack- 28 from; damage by ;con 
tact;,with the: upper;v end portions of the. ‘wire, 
guards.v l3 :and the: solid cap 15,-.when-the5-device 

like may be placed within the upper ends of the. £60’ 
wirezgua'rds, beneath the. cap‘v 15,- to. shielduthe 
sack 2&therefrom. . 
In ~the ~ operation ‘of. the @di-lator, pressure is. 

forced through the hose‘ 2| 'to the inner stretch 
able ’sack'or tube‘. 26,1 ‘thesmeans- for creating the 
air pressure-consisting of: a standard rubber =bu1b 
34,-whiclr=-as.:-islusual' in' such bulbs,‘ is ‘provided. 
with an inlet'valve of usual andlwell knownlcon 
struction at its inlet'jend 35 and»; an ' outlet:- valve * 
of».»usual- iandziwell-known, ‘construction .at its 'out 
let-endnd?; these valvesT‘beingl so constructed {that 

70 I 

the'in'leir valvecopens and ~theioutletva-lve' closes‘ 
when: the {bulb-"34» iS'-.- distended, >whi‘lel the inlet 
valve = closes: and 1 ‘the: outlet .valve .Lopens ‘.Iwhen . 
the 'bulb. is closed ‘so that with-"each operation of. 

35: 
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the bulb, air enters the rubber inner tube or sack 
26 of the dilator and causes the same as Well as 
the sack 28, the wire guards I 3 and the outer 
rubber cover 32 to distend. The amount which 
the dilator can distend'is limited by the non 
stretchable band 30. 
In Fig. 5 is shown .an arrangement of rubber 

hosefan'd' pneumatic bulb'by' means :of- which the 
dilator may v‘bei distended ito Tthe desired eextent, 
as indicated in full lines, and then pulsated so as 
it-oéwibe further distended with each pulsation to 
.the~broken_ line position shown in said ?gure. 
"This'arrangement comprises a shut-off 31 of 

‘ianylfus‘ual ian'd .well :known construction located 

:able;coupling-¥38<-being located between the hose 
2.] and the.hose.39.which is connected to the out 
‘let end of the bulb, a T-formation 40 being pro 
vided-‘intermediate the ends of the hose 39 and 
provided with a shut-0E 31a of usualrand well 
knownlzconstruction. ' 
The hosed“ isccnnected'tofthe inlet» endtof, 

the. ‘bulb-:34 -ar1;d;<when ‘the ‘dilator: is pulsated,“isv 
adapted to-jbe connected to the ,Tiormation??: 
asby the detachable coupling 152-. . 

I Assuming that it is’ desired to. ?rst :distend the‘ 
dilator-tothe desired extent by means of t-he‘bulb, 
and hose shown in. Fig.5,»the shut-off .31 is opened,¢ 
the -‘ shut-off ‘31a.~is ,closed and the hose 4 I: isvdis 
connected efrom-they-detachable- coupling 42. In-f 
this position ‘with each-operationof theibulb 34 air 
is (pumped into the *dilatorzuntil it is distended’ to .7 

' the desired jextent. 
If the “dilator is- going [to vbe left in; distended 

position-for. some timeythe bulb ~may;.be.~renj1ovedj; 
from, the hose 2|. To ‘accomplish thisthe shut 
offii'lis ?rst-closed after whichthe- base 39 is 
disconnectedv from thehose- 2 I v by the detachable 
coupling'13?-r r 

If however it is'desired to-Tpulsate the dilator 
after it has been distended to this pointrthe hose 
4| is connectedto the 'T.-formation 50 through the. 
detachable coupling ‘42 afterrthefdilator. haSIbeen . 
distended tothe§desired extent. , ' 
"The \shutéo'i‘f?'la is ‘then opened and the shuts 

off 3] remains open. Then .with every operation 

broken‘line position shown‘ in‘ Fig.‘ 5' as‘ ‘the’ bulb 
is‘icollaps'ed, forcing‘ the ‘air, 1 from v'th‘e'f bulb ‘into. 
the‘ dilator and‘ vas.'tlrlje'bulb' ‘is "distended a" portion 
of the‘ air ‘from ‘the dilator‘w'ill pass back through 
the ‘hoses’ 2 I *and 39} Tt-formation; 40' and "hose" 4| 
through-the‘ ‘inlet ‘valve ,of ‘the’ ‘bulb‘defl'ating' the ' 
dilator 'to thefull lineposition shown~in;Fig_-5. 
'From the-aboveiit-wil-l be'evident 'lt-hat' amt/ery 

simple and e?icient dilator is producedg'theouter 
rubber-sack 28/ protecting- the inner‘rubber» sack 
2Blfrom;damageI'by‘contactJwith the #Wire guards’ 
l 3‘landthe-nomstret'chable band ~31}v limiting- ‘the 
degree of-Fenlargement -ofi'the~‘~dilator-so lthat ~§the 
patient-‘cannot \be-i‘in'ju-r'ed' by ;‘expanding 'the 
dilator-too far.‘ i‘W-ith-a su'f?cient amount of'pres 
sure» the » non-stretchable~band~~ willv ‘permit ‘the 
dilator‘ toi-bevexpanded» tola certai-mpoint and not 
beyond that-‘point. 

l?iWilI'Y also be obvibusithat'theisoftlpad'iiii With 
inl fthe-l ‘end?- of the iouiter'v - cover -> will; lipro-tect: ‘the 1 
patient; from; injuryi'vbw contact --iwith- the- metal 7 
cap? iil5iat'ithe' iuppeilendiof-lthewire“guards.. ' 

~ Furthermoreit ‘will be obviousiilthat ‘th'esar 
rangem’en't of? ‘bu-lbv- and hose~showniinf ‘Fig.1 5- pro 
videsza- very ‘satisf-actoryf'm'e'ans for {pulsating- ther 
diiator -~when gdesire'diibyimeansiofthe; same bulb 

We claim: . 

with~which the' dilator==is>ordinarilyiin?atedi . l 
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1. A dilator comprising a base, an inner 

stretchable sack supported by the base, an outer 
stretchable cover, a set of metalguards between‘ 
said sack- and said cover, a'band of non-stretch 
able material surrounding and attached to said 
metal guards, and means'for distending said sack" 
and cover and said metal guards. 

2. A dilator comprising a base, an inner 
stretchable sack supported by the base, an outer 
stretchable cover,,a set of-metal guards between 
said sack and said cover, a band of non-stretch 
able material surrounding and attached to said 
metal guards, a band of stretchable material sur 
rounding and attached to said band of non 
stretchable material and said metal guards, and 
means for distending said sack and cover and said 
metal guards. 

3. A, dilator comprising a base, an inner 
stretchable sack supported by the base, an outer 
sack surrounding the inner sack, an outer 
stretchable cover, a, set of metal guards between 
said outer sack and said cover, a band of non 
stretchable material surrounding and attached 
to said metal guards, and means for distendsing 
said sacks and cover and said metal guards. 

4. A dilator comprising a base, an inner 
stretchable sack supported by the base, an outer 
sack surrounding the inner sack, an outer 
stretchable cover, a set of metal guards between 
said outer sack and said cover, a band of non 
stretchable material surrounding and attached 
to said metal guards, a band of stretchable ma 
terial surrounding and attached to said band of 
non-stretchable material and said metal guards, 
and means for distending said sacks and cover 
and said metal guards. 

5. A dilator comprising a base, an inner 
stretchable sack supported by the base, an outer 
stretchable cover, a set of metal guards between 
said sack and said cover, a band of non-stretch 
able material surrounding and attached to said 
metal guards, a soft pad in the end of the outer 
cover located over the ends of the metal guards, 
and means for distending said sack and cover 
and said metal guards. 

6. A dilator comprising a base having a bore 
therein, a metal pipe located in said bore, a metal 
disc upon the metal pipe immediately below the 
base, a rubber sleeve ?xed upon the metal pipe 
within the bore, a rubber sack ?tting over and 
connected to said sleeve, a second sack ?tting 
over and connected to the lower portion of the 
?rst named sack, a rubber tube surrounding and 
connected to the lower portion of the second 
named sack and connected to said bore, a ?ange 
upon the lower end of said rubber tube located 
between and connected to said metal disc and 
the lower face of the base, a rubber sheet con 
nected to the lower faces of the metal disc and 
?ange, a set of metal guards surrounding the 
second named sack and having their lower ends 
embedded in the base, and an outer stretchable 
cover over the metal guards and base. 

7. A dilator comprising a base having a bore 
therein, a metal pipe located in said bore, a metal 
disc upon the metal pipe immediately below the 
base, a rubber sleeve ?xed upon the metal pipe 
within the bore, a rubber sack ?tting over and 
connected to said sleeve, a second sack ?tting 
over and connected to the lower portion of the 
?rst named sack, a rubber tube surrounding and 
connected to the lower portion of the second 
named sack and connected to said bore, a ?ange 
upon the lower end of said rubber tube located 
between and connected to said metal disc and 
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the lower face of the base," afrubb'e'r sheet“co'n’ 
nected toithe lower faces of the metal disc! and 
?ange, aset'of metal'guards surrounding the sec 
ond named sack and having? their‘ lower ends‘ 
embedded in the base, and an outer? stretchable‘. 
cover over the metal guards'an’d‘base; and a soft‘ _ 
pad. within the end of the outer cover, located 
over the upper end of the metal guards. 

8. Av dilator comprising a base having a bore 
therein, a metal pipe-located in said bore, a metal 
disc upon the metal pipe immediately below the 
base, a rubber sleeve ?xed upon the‘ metal pipe 
within the bore, a rubber sack ?tting over and 
connected to said sleeve, a second ‘sack’ ?tting 
over and connected to the lower portion of the 
?rst named sack, a rubber tube surrounding and 
connected to the lower portion of the second 
named sack and connected to said bore, a ?ange 
upon the lower end of said rubber tube located 
between and connected to said metal disc and 
the lower face of the base, a rubber sheet con 
nected to the lower faces of the metal disc and 
?ange, a set of metal guards surrounding the 
second named sack and having their lower ends 
embedded in the base, a band of non-stretchable 
material located around and secured to the metal 
guards, and an outer stretchable cover over the 
metal guards and base. 

9. A dilator comprising a base having a bore 
therein, a metal pipe located in said bore, a metal 
disc upon the metal pipe immediately below the 
base, a rubber sleeve ?xed upon the metal pipe 
within the bore, a rubber'sack ?tting over and 
connected to said sleeve, a second sack ?tting 
over and connected to the lower portion of the 
?rst named sack, a rubber tube surrounding and 
connected to the lower portion of the second 
named sack and connected to said bore, a ?ange 
upon the lower end of said rubber tube located 
between and connected to said metal disc and 
the lower face of the base, a rubber sheet con 
nected to the lower faces of the metal disc and 
?ange, a set of metal guards surrounding the sec 
ond named sack and having their lower ends em 
bedded in the base, a band of non-stretchable 
material located around and secured to the metal 
guards, a band of stretchable material located 
around and secured to the non-stretchable band 
and metal guards, and an outer stretchable cover 
over the metal guards and base. 

10. A dilator comprising a base having a bore 
therein, a metal pipe located in said bore, a metal 
disc upon the metal pipe immediately below the 
base, a rubber sleeve ?xed upon the metal pipe 
within the bore, a rubber sack ?tting over and 
connected to said sleeve, a second sack ?tting over 
and connected to the lower portion of the ?rst 
named sack, a rubber tube surrounding and con 
nected to the lower portion of the second named 
sack and connected to said bore, a ?ange upon 
the lower end of said rubber tube located between 
and connected to said metal disc and the lower 
face of the base, a rubber sheet connected to the 
lower faces of the metal disc and ?ange, said bore 
having a plurality of longitudinal grooves therein, 
a set of metal guards surrounding the second 
named sack and having their lower ends secured 
in said grooves and an outer stretchable cover over 
the metal guards and base. 

11. In combination with an in?atable dilator, 
a hose connected to said dilator, a bulb connected 
at its discharge end to said hose, a T in the hose 
between the dilator and the bulb, a shut-off in 
said T, and means for making a closed connec 
tion between the inlet end of the bulb with said T. 
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12. In combination with an‘ in?atable dilator, 
a hose connected to said dilator, a bulb, means 
detachably connecting the bulb to the hose, a 
shut-off on the hose located between the dilator 
and the detachable connecting means, a closed 
branch connection between the hose and inlet end 
of the bulb, and a shut-0E in said branch connec 
tion. ' - ‘ 

HARRY L. ECKARD. 
JAMES W. KENNEDY. 
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